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       Everyone knows French artist Claude Monet's "Water Lilies," which he
painted in his garden. You find the images everywhere from galleries to
dorm rooms and dentists' lounges. 
~Ari Shapiro

This batch [emails hacked from a top Hillary Clinton aide] shows
[Donna] Brazile gave the [Hillary] Clinton campaign advance warning of
questions the candidate might be asked at CNN events. 
~Ari Shapiro

The Senate gathered to say goodbye to Vice President Joe Biden.
Biden has been a presence there for more than 40 years. 
~Ari Shapiro

Gravy is persistently plagued by two problems. Problem number one -
skin. And problem number two - lumps. 
~Ari Shapiro

We've got a lot of the meal left to go. Should we move on from the
turkey? 
~Ari Shapiro

Hillary Clinton has secured her place in history. She is the first woman
to lead a major party's quest for the presidency. 
~Ari Shapiro

Low oil prices played a part in a major move by Congress voting to end
the 40-year-old ban on exporting American crude oil. 
~Ari Shapiro

Hillary Clinton is under fire from Latinos, specifically online. This comes
from a recent blog post by Clinton's campaign that was meant to reach
out to Latinos. Instead, it offended many people. 
~Ari Shapiro
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Yet civil rights issues are very much on the front burner in South
Carolina between the Black Lives Matter movement and police
shootings. 
~Ari Shapiro
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